A 5th edition D&D conversion

PART 2
The four PCs  orcish brothers 
Gorm 
and 
Groman
, and elvish brothers 
Vasalar 
and
Lunan 
 have entered the crumbling bowels of the 
Haunted House on the Hill,
an old
dwelling that sits precariously near a cliffside not far from the small village of Saltmarsh.
Smashing their way room to room, they discover that the house is not empty after all,
and the mysterious lights seen by the villagers may very well be attributable to ghosts
and ghoulies, of which the house seems to have both in abundance. Some of what they
find is illusory trickery, but some of it is very real, and very dangerous.
When we left them, they had taken a short rest in a room filled with cots just after they
found what they think is a secret door. They found several other interesting tidbits too 
a diary from someone named 
Sanbalet 
that recounts a vessel named 
The Sea Witch
and hints at the death of his brother 
Olander
, who summoned some kind of evil into this
house, whether on purpose or not. There is a book about How to Speak Lizardman.
And lastly, there is a barricaded door inscribed with “DANGER.”
They stay away from that.
As for the secret door, they think it’s there, the wall sounds different when tapped, but
they don’t see a way to open it. While they’re poking around the rogue elf Vasalar tries
to pick the locks of the last two remaining bedlockers  and for the SECOND time gets a
poison needle jabbed in his finger! Cursing, he sucks the poison out and is only
rewarded with a few gold coins, but he takes them anyway.
Back at the wall, they inspect it for pressure plates or buttons or movable panels,
anything really, but nothing works until the cleric pulls down on a nearby torch sconce.
They hear a click and part of the wall slowly opens.
Bracing themselves for whatever might lay beyond, they push the stone door open and
listen.

The air is cool and wet and a staircase descends through what appears to be natural
stone bedrock. They’re entering the foundation of the cliff and descending toward the
ocean. Cautiously, weapons out, they head down and reach a landing and then the
tunnel splits. To the right their darkvision reveals a larger room filled with boxes and
crates covered in fishnet; to the left the tunnel has a faint glow. Gorm is about to
inspect the boxes but his brother suddenly stops him with a hand  “Look! A net!” Yes,
Gorm nearly stomped through a hidden net trap on the floor, so they gingerly step
around it.
Lunan and Vasalar however see the counterweight hanging near the ceiling, a
contraption of cans and bells to alert anyone nearby. if the net were to be triggered.

Gorm inspects the crates and pries a couple lids loose, finding one of them filled with
coralbladed scimitars, and another with lots of daggers. He’s in the process of peeling
back another lid as the cleric inspects another tunnel, but that’s when several indistinct
shapes are spotted hiding behind more deliberately placed crates in a different
chamber. Torchlight wobbles in this room as well and stark shadows fill it,
“Who goes there?” shouts Groman. “Show yourself!”
To his dismay he hears a thick, guttural language he does not understand, and he
knows several languages, and no one else can decipher it either, and then someone
else shouts in that same coarse tongue and the next thing they know two scary
LIZARDMEN are charging at them with coral cutlasses!

But the lizardmen aren’t alone  two humans
are in the chamber as well, also hiding behind
crates, and they quickly charge into the fray
as well.

The lizardmen fight hard, snarling and hissing,
and the heroes fight right back with equal
fervor.
One monster is quickly decapitated but the
humans close the distance, and one of these
guys seems particularly well skilled with his
cutlass.

Gorm the 2nd level Barbarian RAGES, entering battle at the forefront and starts laying
axe blows left and right, but he takes a beating as well.
Including a double advantage critical hit that fortunately came from a minion and didn’t
do the sort of horrible damage it could have!

But even when the two lizard men are dispatched the heroes hear stomping feet and
reinforcements arrive from an adjacent tunnel and all of a sudden they’re up their necks
in enemies and Gorm is outnumbered and dwindling to single digit hit points, but he’s
soaking up the damage like a sponge and protecting his allies admirably.

“Whatta we do, Sanbalet? Whatta we DO??”
screams a minion to the one guy that has been
here since the beginning. Sanbalet? The
Sanbalet 
whose journal they read upstairs?
“KILL ‘EM!” he shouts back. “KILL ‘EM ALL!”

A firebolt soars into a foe and he runs from the chamber, screaming and on fire and
crumples before he can escape, oily smoke wafting from his corpse. Gorm and
Sanbalet, who is clearly their boss and quite a tough customer, keep exchanging blows,
steel clashing on steel as they fight to gain an upperhand over the other, and twice
Sanbalet retreats for a better position and ultimately flees from the fight after all of his
minions are dead or dying, but Gorm and the cleric catch up to him before he can
escape and the cleric wraps his arms around the man and hurls him to the floor.
He’s grappled!
This is the beginning of the end for Sanbalet. He can’t bring his cutlass to bear and
soon the barbarian is manhandling him too, and Sanbalet is dragged back to the crate
room and roughly shoved against the wall while someone tries to tie his hands, and the
elf rogue leaps atop a crate and aims an arrow between his eyes at point blank range
and says,

“Surrender or die.”
Sanbalet stops struggling, but his eyes seethe with rage and hatred of these guys.

“Who the hell are you people?” he snarls. He’s firmly bound and questioned, refusing to
answer at first but eventually he starts bargaining for his release by offering treasure,
REAL treasure that is upstairs on the 2nd floor and maybe in the attic.
The PCs ask him about his journal and the 
Sea Witch 
and his dead brother Olander,
and Sanbalet doesn’t reveal much other than it is a freight ship and they do business
together sometimes, and his brother was a wizard and they had been setting up illusory
tricks in the house to scare away nosy people from Saltmarsh so they could conduct
their business at night. The smuggling business. Then his brother did something stupid
and summoned a REAL thing to guard the house, and it got out of control and now the

mansion is infested with something deadly.
His dead body is behind the door upstairs labeled “DANGER”.
They’ve gotten all they can out of Sanbalet. He’s obviously very, very pissed off at them
and can barely contain his anger, but he also doesn’t want to die. And the rogue is CN
and doesn’t give a damn and nearly does slit his throat, but Groman the cleric is more
sympathetic and they agree to release him in exchange for the information he offered.
They lead him to the next cave and they hear the crashing surf before they see it, and
then they see a black cave with a dinghy pulled to the shore and the dark ocean surges
back and forth and leads out to the open sea.

Silent, still brooding and angry that all of his men are dead and these asshole heroes
have ruined EVERYTHING, Sanbalet pulls the boat out and starts rowing until he is lost
from sight. Whether he’ll be back or not, they don’t know.

They search all the crates and find lots of spices and flour and salt and some more
weapons, mostly trade items and it IS rather valuable altogether, but far too much for
them to remove by themselves. They stack some crates and boxes in the corridors to
make it difficult for Sanbalet or anyone or anything else to clamber through, and then
they head back to the secret door and listen first before popping in…
...and they do hear a strange swishing, rhythmic sound that was not there before.
Great.
Is it the thing behind the DANGER door, whatever that is? They won’t know until they
look, so steeling themselves for a fight, they peek in...and see an animated broom
sweeping the floor all by itself. It had been motionless in a corner previously but now it
is either an illusion or working on its own or something invisible is holding it. Gorm
grabs the handle. It’s real. And it stops moving when he touches it. The wizards
suspects it is a magic item that periodically just does its chores.
But that door, that damn DANGER door. They can’t resist seeing what waits behind it.
They carefully pry the boards off, leaving the nails in just in case they need to hastily put
them back on, and they gingerly open the door to a small but very unpleasant room.

A strange pentagram or hexagram or something is drawn in blood. Fat black candles
surround it, and in the middle lies a dead man in robes, dried black blood leaking from
his eyes, nose and ears. There is nothing else in here, other than the heavy sense of
an invisible PRESENCE looming just beyond the threshold.
Screw this room. They don’t go in and quickly hammer the boards back into place.
They head back upstairs, knowing that there are only two places they haven’t
investigated, the stairwell going up and a stairwell going down. They opt for the down
one first.

The stairs end in an obvious wine cellar. Kegs adorn the walls and there are smashed
bottles and collapsed shelves everywhere. What bothers them though is the dead man
lying in the middle of the floor, not dead too long either, a sword not far from his
fingertips.
Someone picks up a bottle and tosses it at the corpse. It strikes and rolls away with a
clink and clatter...but then the man’s chest starts roiling and bubbling and FAT PURPLE
SLUG THINGS squirm from his flesh, spreading every direction like little purple snakes.
The wizard obliterates the corpse and grubs with a burning hands spell, but that’s when
they hear the groans from the black recesses of the chamber and two dead things
shamble from the shadows.

They COULD leave, but they decide to kill these things anyway, so the cleric surges in
and brings his warhammer down on the closest ghoul, completely SPLATTERING its
skull…
...and splattering himself as well with purple rot grubs that were incubating inside the
monster’s brain.
Groman screams from both surprise and disgust, but he is able to make his save and
pluck the horrible critters away before they can burrow into his flesh and worm their way
to his heart. He would have been dead within a very short time.

The second ghoul also has rot grubs wriggling from its face, but a well placed firebolt
ignites its head, burning many of them alive. But its chest cavity is undulating with
worms too, but finally the thing is destroyed and every bit of it burned.
Searching the room thoroughly, mostly because it seems odd that all of these kegs are
here and there’s no way they could have been brought down the spiral steps. And they
DO find a secret door that opens a large panel to the cot room where they found
Sanbalet’s diary. They came full circle.
Lastly, Gorm searches the burned dead body and finds a nice medallion around his
neck and puts it on.
He immediately gets a weird feeling.
He tries to take it off but it won’t come off!
“Oh. Shit.”
The wizard identifies it as magic and of the school of abjuration, but other than that he
doesn’t know the consequences of wearing the thing. Maybe time will tell.

The group is low on resources and they need a place to rest for a long while, but
whether here in the mansion or somewhere else, they’re not sure. Or MAYBE they’ll
just press on and investigate the 2nd floor of the mansion and the attic where Sanbalet
told them treasure could be found.
They decide to forego a rest and push onward, and that’s where we’ll start next session.

